
r a d i t i o n a l l y , 
brides and grooms call 

on their parents and other 
family members to help cover 

the sometimes astronomical 
expenses for their big day, hoping 
that a little assistance from outside 
sources will ease the financial 
burden and help them experience 
the wedding of their dreams. 
But in recent years, brides have 
pursued a new form of wedding 
fundraising typically reserved for the corporate and non-profit sectors--sponsorships.

Known in the wedding industry as a Sponsored Wedding, these fully funded affairs bring 
together vendors from every aspect of wedding production, who offer their services for free 
in exchange for visibility at the wedding and in media coverage. Brides who choose to go 
the sponsored wedding route often find the experience rewarding—having received all or 
most of their wedding services gratis. But the experience can also be time consuming, yet 
probably no more so than planning a traditional wedding. Tiffany Harris found out just 
how rewarding and time consuming the experience could be when she decided to host a 
sponsored wedding.

“The main thing that motivated me to host a sponsored wedding was the fact that 
weddings are expensive,” says Tiffany, whose wedding cost upwards of $50,000 yet she and 
fiancé Lawrence spent barely over $1,000 on the elegant function.

The idea came one afternoon as Tiffany watched Oprah, and from there she searched for 
resources like Atlanta Wedding Ideas to help make her fantasy wedding a reality. Tiffany 
said her family thought she was crazy for pursuing the idea, but once her mother saw her 
detailed sponsorship proposal—which offered vendors a link on their wedding web site 
(www.tiffanyandlawrencewed.myevent.com), a listing in the reception program, table 
signs, two verbal mentions at the reception, and the opportunity to add goodies to the 
guest gift bag—she was convinced her daughter had a winning idea.

From there, Tiffany met with several vendors to narrow down her choices and begin 
making the arrangements. She wrote a press release and distributed it to select media, 
garnering several interviews and exposure for the wedding and the vendors. Although she 
had plenty of support from Lawrence, Tiffany says in retrospect that the experience was 
more time consuming than she had anticipated. “If I had to do it again, I wouldn’t work a 
full-time job while planning the wedding,” she admits. With phone calls, meetings, picking 
up items and following up, Tiffany says of the experience, “It’s a job in itself.”  

And her advice to other couples interested in hosting a 
sponsored wedding, “Have a plan B or the money to cover 
some of the expenses,” she suggests, as some vendors opted out 
of the arrangement, causing her to start at square one to find 
replacements.  Overall, Tiffany says the experience was well 
worth the effort.
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Sponsor List  
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 Bold indicates sponsors available through Atlanta Wedding Ideas
 (advertising or bridal show vendors)

A SCRIPTURE FOR A BRIDE THERESA LANG 770-466-6914

APRIL SHOWER EVENTS PAMELA HARRIS 404-409-7269

ARNAZ PHOTOGRAPHY ARNAZ HAMMOND 404-210-8889

BETTER THAN BEAUTIFUL ESTELLE COMBS 770-904-6772

BEYOND CARDS & CANDY LATARSHA JONES 770-985-5382

BRIDE’S BRIDAL SALON CARLETTA SHAW 404-241-0195

CAPTURE IT GRAPHICS & VIDEO DON A. BROCK, JR. 404-578-2328

CELEBRITY CATERING TONY WADE 404-210-0887

CHAIR COVERS & LINENS INC. JOHN NOLLINGER 770-220-0072

C’LANTRA CATERING & EVENTS HERMAN ATHESIS 678-698-7241

COASTAL VACATIONS STEVEN LOVELL 706-210-4061

CREATIVE DESIGNS BY TERAS TERAS A. SMITH 770-991-4016

CREATIVE PROPS RENTAL JOE TAYLOR 404-626-2526

DESIGNS BY BARBARA BARBARA BURDETTE 404-243-6264

DIVINE INTERVENTIONS CONNIE LATIMER 678-779-1887

D’VINE EVENTS RUBY L. WILSON 678-523-4631

EDIBLE GREETINGS NIKI CHASSIN 404-246-8556

ENCHANTING EVENTS NEKIEA RADCLIFF 678-886-9094

FITNESS BENEFITS MARVIN PUGH 678-777-8195

FUN CITY PARTY RENTAL TRACEY DODSON 770-323-0424

HAMPTON INN MIDTOWN PAM LINDER-N’DIAYE 404-872-3234

HEART & SOUL WEDDINGS TRACEY N. GARNER 678-574-9037

IT’S YOUR DAY EVENTS SHARON JENKINS 678-508-6460

J & J LIMO SERVICE JAMAL RAHMANN 678-508-0512

KREATIV TOUCH PHOTOGRAPHY JULIUS GRIMES 770-987-3569

MACYS SOUTHLAKE BRIDAL GAIL STANISZEWSKI 770-961-3351

MAGNUM CO. - SPECIAL PROJECTS JACKIE LEIBY 404-601-6650

MARY KAY COSMETICS ARNITA H.TAYLOR 404-375-5946

MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH REV. FLEMMING, JR. 404-344-0343

NIKAMBARD’S GOURMET CAKES HELEMA KELLY 404-243-3019

PAULETTE WILLIAMS COLLECTION PAULETTE WILLIAMS 404-797-0079

SAVVI FORMALWEAR THOMAS PACER, SR. 404-691-7660

SLAMM EVENTS & MANAGEMENT ARNITA H.TAYLOR 404-375-5946

SOUL PHORIA ENTERTAINMENT JAMIE THOMAS 678-637-4123

THE ATRIUM ON SWEET AUBURN RUBY L. WILSON 404-524-7921

THE PHOENIX STRINGS TARA C. NEIL 404-542-2451

THINGS REMEMBERED - SOUTHLAKE 770-961-7795

TURNER’S CATERING GWEN TURNER 770-633-9356

VISUALIZING CHANGE MEDDY MILLS 404-788-2260

WYNDHAM GARDEN AT VININGS MARK SAMPSELL 770-432-5555
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